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Since the early stages of her artistic career,
Ann-Sofi Sid6n's art has dealt with the visual
position and situation of the female body. In a
number of works she directly engages her own
body as the useful vehicle of displaying various
images of the feminine. Sid6n works with tro-
pes of the suppressed woman, scrutinizing their
historical and ideological grounds. Several pie-
ces are further staged in the public as perfor-
mances, as e.g. her early work Greetings to the
Swedish farmers and their Asian women, which
took place in a shop-window in central Goth-
enburg. Sid6n displayed a naked woman, lying
in the window while Sid6h cut out her contours
with a jig-saw. The woman was not for sale, but
the silhouette of her was. Here Sid6n took issue
with the phenomenon of human trade, woman
as commodity, which she further explored in

-thea999 video installation Warte Mal! - where
she undertook a critical investigation of prosti-

tution.1 With works like these, Ann-Sofi Sid6n
has established herself as an explicitly feminist
artist.

At the present show of Sid6n's work, the mul-
timedia work Who told the Chambermaid?
(1998) is displayed in a room of its own. It is an
installation of seventeen monitors, placed on a
metal shelf next to typical items belonging in
a hotel broom cupboard. It is about visual po-
wer: who's watching who. Explorations of the
impact of surveillance are themes current in
much art of today. To a great extent this interest
departs from Michel Foucault's theories of the
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Fig. 1. Ann-Sofi Sid6n, Who told the Chambermaid, 1998.

panopticon - the all-seeing technology of sur-
veillance - and the nowadays recurrent discus-
sions of where surveillance cameras are needed
or restrict normal citizenship.2 In Sid6n's piece
it is the cleaning lady who has taken the visual
power over the hotel guests. She observes them
and gains knowledge about them, without their
finding her out. And we - the museum visi-
tors - are looking at her visual recordings. As
onlookers, we play part in this game of visual
power. We are turned into the chambermaid's
assistants supervising the monitors in her pla-
ce, subsequently performing the power of her
gaze.

Inscribed by the Moderna museum's collec-
tion, a recent work by Ann-Sofi Sid6n's is on

view: the 35 minutes long video w6rk 3MPH
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Fig. 2. Ann-Sofie Sid6n, film still of 3MPH- Horse to Rocket4

2003. Photo: Paul Giangross!

(Horse to rocket) of 2003. During 25 days Sid6n

travelled by horse, from the ArtPace in San An-

tonio to NASA's space research centre in Hous-

ton? The slow ride (three miles per hour) was

recorded. On five screens, framed but installed

in sequence, the different scenes of the ride are

played from right to left. They roll from screen

to screen unfolding both the ride and the cuts

of the various shootings. The installation re-

fers to the roll of film, and simultaneously to

the film still. Stills in the shape of film-frames

occasionally pass by, underscoring the opposi-

tion of the still and the, moving image; slowing

down the ride even more.

The journey-as-artwork deals with several is-

sues. It is a specifically slow ride, at a walking-

pace or trot (no galloping but once), referring

to the only way of travelling back in the' days of

conquering the )>wild westo and to the loss of

slowness in our contemporary society. The lat-

ter is underscored by the site of the final desti-

nation: the largest space research centre in the

world, sending fast travelling rockets and hard

space-shuttles out of the atmosphere. During

the ride, Sid6n travels through different neigh-

bourhoods clearly revealing the social and

economic status of its inhabitants. Residential

districts are followed by images of open lands-

cape, highways, a still of a dead animal, hor-

ses galloping by, and recurring images of fat

people. On her way from a cultural scene to a

scientific one, she rides - in a sense - through

a microcosm of American society. Remarkable

though is that the artist does not engage with

the persons filmed. She stops for water for her

horse, but doesn't step down from it. I read this

in two different ways. One can either interpret

this behaviour as sheer nonchalance towards

the individuals she meets, or as an artist who

seeks to objectively visualise the context of her

ride hence taking on a position of the traditio-

nal scientist who believes that such a position

is possible. Either way, the video work has a

sense of distance to it, of detachment, which

is further underscored by the low sound. It is

elegantly composed and displayed. If we, the

viewers, were made guilty by our gaze in front

of the chambermaid-piece, we are here too ea-

sily disconnected from the idea of such a power

relation. And this may mark a turn away from

Sid6n's earlier works with a well-defined femi-

nist agenda.4

In 1989, a woman creature covered with dark

clay entered the fashionable department store

NK in Stockholm. Harmlessly strolling around

trying different exclusive perfumes QM, which

was her name, seemed to provoke by her sheer

appearance. The female shop assistants politely,

even if simultaneously unmasking their doubts,
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asked QM why she looked as she did: why she
was covered with clay. oThis is my way of tra-
velling<, QM answered. But where on earth did
this creature come from? And where does she
think she is going?

This was the first publicly performed and film
recorded event of Ann-Sofi Sid6n's character
QM - Queen of Mud. After trying Chanel No. 5
and other various perfumes QM and her came-
ra-man were chased out of NK. The last scene is
of QM/Sid6n hastily walking towards the glass
doors telling her assistant to hold on to the tape
- no matter what.

Except for boots and pantyhose, the artist
was naked underneath the sticky, shimmering
layers of clay that transformed her into QM.
Around her eyes the clay had dried and cracked
rendering her wrinkles hence her face appeared
as much older and more vulnerable than the
rest of her body. By choosing the perfume coun-
ter as her stage QM/Sid6n enters the sanctity of
beauty: a small heaven of make-up products,
skin improving products, hair styling products,
products that make us smell good, sensual, att-
ractive. But her entering there was disturbing.
Despite her good intention and ambition to fit
in. Why was that? Well, you simply do not walk
around more or less naked in public, no matter
how nice you are, without provoking the dres-
sed rest of us.5

But there is more to the QM performance
than mere provocation. What the work attests
to in art historical terms is foremost the trope
of the cultural opposition between nature and
culture; the first inscribed by the symbolical fe-
male, the second too often understood as plain
male. QM intervenes as nature, as a clay figure:
as an item of handicraft even. Her nudity po-
sitions her in the long tradition of picturing
naked women. Much larger in size but relati-
vely thin, she echoes the Paleolithic sculpture

Woman from Willendorf. Closer in time is the
work of Cuban-American artist Ana Mendieta,

who in the 1970s worked from her own body in
performances dealing with taboos enveloping
the female body, the works often staged either

in the public or nature. Occasionally Mendieta

used mud as a shield for the body. What is re-

miniscent of Mendieta's work, is primarily the

use of the artist's own naked body and staging
in the public realm. QM becomes a symbol of

the mouldable material that clayhlwomano still

is. In this reading of QM, nature enters the very
site where the natural aspects of us civilized
humans are denied and where means to correct
our shortcomings in the shape of sweat, wrink-

les et cetera is for sale.
In her 1929 essay )Womanliness as a masque-

rade(, psychoanalyst Joan Rivi&re concluded

that women in order to get access to traditio-
nally male domains of public life had to stress

their femininity so as to undermine the threat

they directed to the male community: they had,

so to speak, work undercover.6 With QM, Ann-

Sofi Sid6n masks herself as the primitive hence
innocuous idea of womanhood, which enables
her to intervene commonplace situations like
perfume-shopping. QM/Sid6n entered NK as a
feminist agent in disguise. But as it turned out,

Sid6n's mask was too easily de-coded: she fai-
led in performing normative womanliness and

the chase of her began! A critique of this piece

could preferably depart from the dichotomy

that she is working from: the nature-culture
opposition. It is stressed by the employment of

it.,

In 1994 a crucial meeting took place. Partici-

pating in an artists project at Manhattan - Who
has enlarged this hole? - Sid6n met the former
home of psychiatrist Alice E Fabian.

The project was situated in an abandoned
townhouse where Fabian once lived. This was
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Fig. 4. Ann-Sofie Sid6n, film still of QM - I think I call her QM, 1997.

to become the source for several works. The

daily notes of Fabian's revealed a psychiatrist

who had become paranoid herself; surveilling

her neighbourhood, collecting evidence of the

electronic interferences with her personal life

by unidentified agents,- and so on. The first pie-

ce on Fabian was the installation entitled It's by

confining one's neighbor that one is convinced of

ones own sanity and was based on private notes

and photographs of the psychiatrist. It displays

the double nature of her situation: being wat-

ched and watching others? Sid6n's own pho-

tographs from this installation are on view at

Moderna and work as a prelude to the extensive

new work on QM: The QMMuseum.

At the present show the story of QM is pre-

sented in a museum of her own, where e.g. the

video recording of her visit to NK is on display.

The museum consists of several rooms, clearly

separated from each other and used for spe-

cific installations telling her story by different
means. During the years that Sid6n has worked

with QM, the female creature has appeared in

several situations and places: e.g. at the Art

fair in Sollentuna in 199o (Queen of Mud meets

art), in the QM talk show of 1989, and climbing

a Manhattan skyscraper in Who is Queen of

Mud? The Clocktower, of 1994. Besides these

and other recorded performances, the QM ar-

chive consists of the artist's notes, the make-up

articles needed to transform Sid6n into QM, as

well as various references to Fabian - who in

the hands of Sid6n is transformed into the film

character Ruth Fielding.

The QM Museum is arranged as a one-way

route: one has to walk trough the entire loca-

tion to get out. From the, installation display of

the routes of electricity affecting Alice E Fabi-

an, and later on Fielding - the discoverer of QM

- to the last room where the QM-films are on

view. The history of QM is presented by a loose

narrative. From a viewer perspective, the mu-

seum does not clearly link the different rooms/

installations to each other. So more mystified is

hence the story told. Furthermore, it has obvi-

ous references to traditional display aesthetics
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Fig. 5. Ann-Sofie SId6n,53 W9h Street 1994. InstalIa-
tionsview from It's by Confining Ones's Neighbor that one
is Convinced of One's Own Sanity, New ork. Photo: Frederik

of ethnographic museums: dark interiors, oc-
casionally dramatically used lighting, the use of
exhibition cases, etc.10 As important is the use
of the ,archive<(, as the site of cultural remains
and as the limits of the thinkable in a specific
discourse. Installed within the frame of a fine
arts museum, the different display versions
and strategies for visual narrative representa-
tions are used as an effect, manifesting issues
of decontextualization of artefacts, and fine
art narrative versus ethnographic narrative.

QM is thus understood as an ethnographic is-
sue rather than a subject of fine art, whereas the
former (tries to) colonises the latter. Read in
such terms, the QM Museum is a critique. But
from a work of art perspective, the display in-
stallation is symbolically intriguing. The rather
dim lit installations in the beginning of the
museum are countered by the distinct light of
the part entitled Would a course of Deprol have
saved van Gogh's ear? (1996). In a closed room
advertisements from the 1950s and onwards

S' ",\ ,7[1

taken from the American Journal of Psychia-
try are displayed image next to image, growing
into a framed pattern covering the entire walls.
The conjunction of pictorial language and the
slogans trying to promote the particular brands
of psychopharmacologic drugs are sometimes
ridiculously naive. But, operating alongside the
use of lighting, the installation also connotes
to the sharp-sightedness of the mind that the
medicines are supposed to give. The museum
operates as the dark path of a psyche, and here
and there light seems to render mental clarity.
The last room, however, is also sparsely lighted.
But it is at this point that QM becomes visible.

In the film QM, I think I call her QM of 1997,
the character has turned mute. As if by a conse-
quence of her meetings with the civilized world
that cannot grasp her, QM has regressed; she
can no longer speak, she crawls on the floor,
and her mental capacity is much more limited
than when she went to NK. She is, in symbo-
lical terms, a figure of the unconscious trying
to make her way through civilisation - and
more precisely: through the analysis of Ruth
Fielding's. At one point in the film Fielding is
uncertain if she invented QM - as a creation
of her own (disturbed) imagination - or if she
simply found her. This is the point where QM
leaves us. In the dim-lit room, where narra-
tion is graspable by the films, where a sense of
structure and order seems to be prevalent, but
where the questions of who QM was and is now
remains unanswered.

Dearest QM. Through her travels she has tur-
ned into a visual sign of the relation between
feminist theory and psychoanalysis. Fielding's
question is symptomatic for discussions of re-
presentation of women and femininity: found
or invented? QM is the primordial character
which by no matter how many different kinds
of examinations inevitably returns to the image
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of the female creature positioned beyond langu-

age. 1 So unspeakable that she has lost language

herself, she is a paradoxical sign of the Kristevi-

an semiotic: the disruptive body that precedes

language (the symbolic order). The abject seems

to be the final destination of QM's travels.1
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Endnotes
1 Greetings, of 1988, was Sid6n's contribution to the show

oInget mAlerio (No painting). Artist Lotta Antonsson
performed the naked woman in the shop-window.
What initiated this particular piece was a newspaper
notice on a Swedish farmer treating o,hisv Asian woman
as cattle, housing her in the barn. For Warte MalY, see
Warte Mall: Prostitution after the velvet revolution, Hay-
ward Gallery, London, 2oo2.

2 Michel Foucault, Discipline andpunish: The birth ofthe
prison, Harmondsworth (1975) 1991. For contemporary

art dealing with issues of surveillance, see Thomas
Y Levin, Ursula Frohne & Peter Weibel (eds.), CRTL
[space]. Rhetorics of surveillance from Bentham to Big
Brother, London, 2002.

3 The ride took place in Texas, 7 July to 2 August 20o2. To-
tal distance was 438,5 km. During the ride, Sid6n's daily
journals were available on line at The Horse Gazette
website. The visitors of ArtPace in San Antonio could
also follow the art project.

4 For an interestingly but questionable chart on what

makes a woman artist a feminist artist, see Judith Barry
& Sandy Flitterman-Lewis, oTextual strategies: the poli-
tics of art-makingo, in Amelia Jones (ed.), Thefeminst
and visual cultural reader, London, 2003, pp. 53-59. In
short, the feminist artist works from a political agenda
- which is reasonable. My disapproval of their essay is
concerned with their valuation of women artists work-
female artists who do not visualize a critical position
makes art works of less value.

5 As a token of the media interest in this work, the art-
ist was invited to Robert Aschberg's talk-show on TV

in 1992. However, since Aschberg stubbornly played
out a chauvinist simple-minded attitude, the result of
their talk was poor. This episode is on view in the QM
Museum.

6 Joan Rivi&re, )Womanliness as a masqueradeo€ reprint-
ed in Sara Arrhenius (ed.), Feministiska konstteorier,

Stockholm, 2oo0, pp. 9-25.

7 As the work was staged at a typically female area of pub-
-lic-life, Sid6n focused exclusively on femininity and the

commonplace masquerades we perform by sheer make-
up. One can assume that there were practical obstacles
for intervene the sale of clothes, since the clay-cover
may have smeared off leaving the artist with damages.
Would the artist, on the other hand, have staged the
performance in a typically male area - as e.g. the elec-
tronic department - she would simply have displayed
the female body as a desirable object.

8 Derrida has performed a profound, critique of Claude
L6vi-Strauss' employment of these notions. In short:
what is criticized is always already inscribed in the dis-
course that tries to undermine (or erase) it. See Jacques
Derrida, oStructure, sign, and play in the discourse of

the human scienceso, in Writing and Difference, (1967)
London 2001, pp. 351-370.

9 For further information on these art works, see e.g. No.

144. It's by confining one's neighbor that one is convinced
of ones own sanity, New York, 1995; or Cecilia Widenhe-
im, sIn between the best of worlds(,Ann-Sofi Sid6n: In
between the best of worlds, Moderna museet, Stockholm,
2004, pp. 76-111.

io See Carol Duncan, Civilising rituals: inside the public
art museums, London & New York, (1995) 2002, esp.
pp. 7-20.

ii In the film there are several close-ups of QM, which
makes the visual sign of her concordant with the two-
dimensional area of the screen. Subsequently there is
no spatiality distinguishing her position or, so to speak,
gives her room to act in. Mary Ann Doane has inter-
preted such visual phenomena departing from Freud's
idea of femininity as hieroglyphs hence indecipherable.
See Mary Ann Doane, PFilm and the masqueradeo, in
Jones, op cit., pp. 60-71. Or the essay which initially
placed this topic on the feminist agenda: Laura Mulvey,
oVisual pleasure and narrative cinemav. First published
in Screen, voL 06, nO.3, London, 1975.

12 QM can not be measured - she doesn't fit to Fielding's
systematizing (or ordering) of things: QM does not
appear as a proper object and since she is speechless
she is neither a proper subject. On the abject, see Julia
Kristeva, Powers of horror. An essay on abjection, New
York, 1982
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